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Vol. XVII.

BANGOR, MAINE, OCTOBER 26, 1915.

MAINE WINS FIRST COURSE FOR
NOTES ON
ATTENTION!
MEN FROM OTHER COLGAME OF SERIES
FRESHMEN
COMING GAME
MAINE MEN! LEGES ATTEND MAINE
Maine-Colby

Four Touchdowns Procured VI, Much Information and Pleasure
Forward Pass
on Bowdoin Special

t Ii

tilor

313

Duel to Have
Much Influence on
Great Exhibition at College Sixteen Institutsions Represented
By Transfers
Championship
Friday night is Maine Night, the

What is the Bowdoin Special? Fool
ish question No. 1768. No, it isn't a
big
•
night of time year for sons of
Aided by the clever forward passes [(Jutish question. Freshmen need to hi
Maine.
While Maine was getting away with
TWO CHINESE STUDENTS
On this night Maine men each
year
the Garnet and Black from Bates Sat
Nineteen students have transferred
of Phil Jones, Maine's fast and heavy told some things.
gather to celebrate the successes
The Bowdoin Special is a train con- urday afternoon, the Bowdoin Bear
of to the University of Maine from other
full back, and the fine offensive work
the past year and to revive that
love of Institutions this year. Two of these.
trolled by the Maine Central Railroad was crumbling under the onslaught 01
the University which is the
of the same player, lv.aine broug'it and run
Chang '18, and rung '18, are Iron)
foundatio
n
by the University of Maine the heavy Colby team, which gained
Teing Huts College, China. Time othof all the success achieved.
home the bacon in her first state series
Not only ers
lovers of football. It consists of one its victory in no way other than
are from sixteen institutions
do we celebrate here but Maine
game with Bates and proved a winnes
large locomotive, a baggage car carry- through the fine carrying of the ball
men width are situated in nine
States of
everywhere who can not return
by 29 to 14.
ing eats and a dozen or more passen- by Eddie Cawley. Maine meets Colby
to , Miro country. Nine are in the•College
While the Bates aggregation had
Orono are celebrating time same
things of Arts and Sciences, five in Agriculger cars carrying very enthusiastis next Saturday afternoon on Alumni
that we are and at the same time ture and five in Technology. The combeen heralded before its appearancs
Maine boys and girls. That is, this Field, and things are likely to happen.
plete list with
They are with us in spirit.
by the sport writers and dopesters as a train
majors and
The former institutioclasses,
carries that much down to Bow- when the two teams, who appear at
ns follows:
light but snappy team however the
thoughts of every Maine man
doin. It brings back the same emoted this time of writing to be the foremast
on this
LeRoy Coombs, Portland, Columbia
eleven which met U. of M. Saturday
night turn to "Alma Mater."
University, '16, English; Ada Augusta
plus the State Football Championship claimants of the State Championship,
afternoon had all the appearances of
This year we have much to cele- Bauer, Pittsfield, Mass.. Simmons
and the Bowdoin goat. That is almoet line up against each other at 2 o'clock.
College, '17,
brate. The progress of the past
being one as heavy as the home grout.
year Hartwell, English; Walter Traver
guaranteed if every student of Maim
Bowdoin and Bates by their losses ta
Upper Troy. N. Y., • Mich.
has indeed been great and time
Its line was heavy while its backfiele
cele- Agri. College,
Colby and U. of NI, respectively appear
does his duty.
'17, Dairy Husbandry;
was but little lighter than the runners
bration should lie in keeping with
time Louis William Hogan, Houlton,
Freshmen have the time of their to be out of running in the state
St.
work done. To that end, let us
with the ball of Maine. It had been
Mary's
College, '17, Elec. Eng.; Theoall do
lives on this trip. They smoke with- championship machinery, and it looks
expected that Bates would play an
all that we can to make the
1915 dore Edward Kioss, Kennebunkport,
out fear of Sophomores, they become as if Maine and Colby will have tr.
Worcester Poly. Inst., '17,(Item. Eng,
MAINE NIGHT the biggest and
open game, a thing which she did until
talkative and before the train arrive, tight it out as they did last season at
best (P. &
1'.); Edward Albert pidllys.
ever held. Let us all do our
the last quarter %ellen with the enpart Selinsgrove, Penna.,
at BrunswiCk, they have reason to be- Waterville. However this year. Maim
Sesquelmanna
toward making the exercises of
trance of a substitute back, Moulton
the Univ.. '17. English; George Raymond
lieve that it does not matter very much is likely to make time victory just the
evening entirely worth while. We
into the game, the Bates quarterback
must Bailey, Northampton, Mass., WOrePSwhether they are Freshmen or not, so reverse as that of last Fall. She has
hammered the weakening Maine ontshow the alumni who return
trr Poly. Inst.
'18. Meeh. Eng.: Ilene
that
long as they are all Maine men. APO the game on her own field, with her
Maine Spirit is as great es ever before ilsiang Chang, Shanghai. China, Thing
post for gains. Maine's team whirS
when all the bunch is lined up on own supporters right behind her every
Hue
College.
'18,
Economics; Ruth
Let us send the other guests of the
appeared the middle of last week in
octhose bleachers on Whittier Field and minute, a thing which like•ps mit 4 gon1
rosby, Bangor, Wheaton Seminary
.
casion on their way proclaiming
poor crippled condition, went into the tie
the '18, Home Economics: Per Singya
boys in Blue come running acros deal in a game which tears the imgreatness
game and fought hard every minute of
Fung,
and
the
Ningpo,
hospitalit
y of ths
China, 'Nine Ilua Colthe gridiron, title same crowd of Fresht. portance that this one carries.
lege, '18, Economics; Irving De Garis.
the time and was awarded a well - men will
Up to Saturday the prospects of University of Maine wherever they
have that "Funny Feelinr:
alilbrook,
N. Y., Univ. of Tennessee,
may go.
earned victory.
that Georgie Kirk had the other nigh: Maine having the necessary ability te
'IS, Forestry; Armand Elwood
The football team and the student
Maine scored four times by the
push through the series and win.th
West Sullivan, Boston Univ., '18.- Joy,
at the Rally.
Edubody as a whole have much to
touchdown, three of which came as the
be cation: Simon Katz, Portsmouth, r:
Everybody cheers, of course, before flag looked dubious, but with the result
happy and proud of as a result of
result of perfectly thrown forwerci
H.,
Norwich Univ., .15. Chemistry;
last
the game begins,'and before the last of the Bates game only a few days
Saturday's game with Bates, The Hiram P. Lawrence, Norfolk, Conn,
passes to Beverley, Kirke, and Beverwhistle Is blown, they cheer SOME old, our chances appear favorable
team showed the results of hard and Missouri School of Mines & Mettalurley again. Ruffner kicked three goal •
more. There's a reason. It looks Colby is handicapped with one of her
gY. '18,
consisten
from touchdowns, while Purington
t work against many handi- Mooney, Forestry; Richard Henry
pretty good to see about a thousand best men, "CIA" Fraser out Of the
Jr., Worcester, Mass., Holy
caps. Every man played time best crams College.
nailed Drew an opposing back behine
'18. History; Robert fl.
men from your own Alma Mater doing game with a splintered shoulder, and
game he knew how to play and the re- Parmenter, Marlboro, Mass.,
the line in the third quarter bringing
Syracuse
the snake-dance down the main stn.'' whtle Maine is none too good by reason
stilt was a clean-cut victory. Too Univ., '18. Forestry; Otto Leslie tottwo points for the safety to Maine's
I nian,
in Brunswick while that old Mains of injuries sustained during the mini);
Fairfield,
Colby
lastly increasing tally. Bates was
games and practice, she will go into much praise can not be given these ogy; Melville Amber College, '18. Biolband plays the Stein Song.
Gould. Old Town,
men for their work.
first to score when after her captain
Bowdoin College. Special;
- It doesn't take a fortune to ride on the game Saturday with time old pen
Hitreld
"Buck" DeWeaver recovered a fumble
John
Bean,
Haverhill, Mass., Mass.
the Lkiwdoin Special, Nobody wa and should come through with a
Agri
of Daley's, Connors, who had just gone
College,
'19, Chemistry
ever made la pauper by each a luxury. victory. With the line playing this
in at back, went over the line for six
In fact, all the boys 'have enmesh game it is capable of exhibiting, and
points. Small kicking the goal. Ile
money left to go into the baggage car with every man fighting hard, Eddi
other talley came as the result of a
on the return ride and buy some sup• Cawley, and the whole Colby team 'r
blocked punt by W. Neville on the four
per. There are pies, sandwiches, beyard line who ran to a touchdown,
Vaudeville Talent at Old Town,
sides other good cats and ginger ale to
Small getting his second goal.
wash them down with. The proceeds
November 5th
The first Bates touchdown served as
Many Candidates for Places Asare for a good cause and so nobods '
Maine Night at time Strand Theatre.
an incentive for the home aggregation.
sure Promising Results
ever hesitates about relieving the very
Old
Town,
the
night
before the Bowand after the opponents scored, U. of
This year prondses tim be a banner
first signs of hunger.
Men Given An Exhibition Work- doin game promises to be a
great sucM. dug hard and with the "old" fighting
cess according to the plans now on year in the history of time Maine MuAfter the train
. pulls.in at mango"
out to Prepare for Bates Men
ii-al clubs. At the tryout held
spirit instilled in every player, went
foot.
It
comes time evening of Novemresonic are tired and some are not. bet
after what she rightly deserved. Every
The first Cross Country run of the I er 50. The theatre has been prac- / ently time following men were picked
every hotly is happy and that's what season
from
the
many
who
tried
tically
was held last Saturday during
man on the team played his game of
turned over to us for the eveout: First
counts. This is not an editorial, so no the Bates-Maine game. Its purpose ning. The
Tenors, J. A. alacusker '17.
B. Bradperformance will be feagames, and was a star himself. Jones
bury '16. 0. L. Tiernan '18, IL
advice is offered, but if anyone is from was to select the members of this tured by selections from the
Staples
band, and '19, R. G.
Daley, Higgins. in the backfield, proved
Cornforth
'19: second tenors,
Missouri regarding
this Bowdoia year's cross-country team,consequent- several vaudeville acts by college
E
I,.
consistent gainers, as did Kirke, while
Peckham
'19. Hurd '17, It. H.
ly there was close competition for the talent.
Specisis- well. yon know!
he was in the game. In the defensive
The main idea of the affair is to get MacDonald '19, R. B. Parmenter '13.
first seven places, as these men are to
S.
.
Bailey
'19; first basses, F. A.
represent the University in the dual up some pep for the Bowdoin game.
positions, Hussey played his usual
run between Bates and Maine to be There will be the usual red light par- Guard '19, W. c. Barrett '18. M. HudSpeakers Club Smoker
good game, together with the two ends
son
'19,
W. If. Taylor '19, M. S. Perade and snake dance. Everyone will
held Saturday. October 30th.
Purington and Beverley, the former
Due to the lack of contestants the he there for there are special cars kins '19; second basses, K. M. Currier
'16,
being in almost every play, gentile
L.
T. Pitman '17, H. B. Decimate
annual inter-class run had to be can- to accommodate the students to and
On Wednesday u.ss.:.s, Oct. 20 the
down good on punts and nailing it's
celled. Usually time 'varsity team is from the biggest celebration Old Town '19, R M. Willtehourte '19, B. C. Sturgis '19. Of these twenty men,
members of the Speaker's ('huh held u chosen from the men finishing first
man almost every time.
in ever had.
are to be picked to make the sixteen
trip.
Iravis. Bates quarterback playe.1 smoker in the club room of the Uni- this event.
The club has many plans for
Between the first and second periods
this
consistent hall. SWi got the jump on versity library, at which there was the
year,
including
A.
a
0.
Pi
joint
of the Bates-Maine game, ten men
concert with
Entertainment
time Girls' Glee Club later in
Maine at the outstare with a pretty 30 largest attendance that has ever turr- started on the four mile course.
time winBell
Alpha Omicron Pi society entertale- ter, a possible trip to New York, and
yard run, the second play Of the tante ed out to this aunual event. There immediately took time lead with Preti
quartett
speakers,
smokes
good
were
for
good
the
club. These thing'
close to his heels. Just previous to NI the girls of the freshman class at
captain Deaneaver played with'' Iii•
,
a have never been attempted
before.
head up most of the tits". as did Drev. good refreshments, and a general goal the end of the first half of the football "County Fair" party at the Mt. Vernm Time club will
make its usual Massagame the runners reentered the field, House.
Adams. and Moulton the substitue time.
Saturday evening. Guests and ehusettm trip but will not
touch BosTi;.' speakers of the evening were making one turn on the track, finish- hostesses were in
ton.
back who went in the game the last
costume, ranging all
ing in front of the Maine cheering secProfoesso
Stephens,
Dean
The
Coh.
the
r
of
Mandolin Club tryouts will be
quarter.
tion. Bell '16, l'reti '17, and Wan • the way from little boys and gfri%its
held later.
Fumbles were frequent on both slaps lege of Arts and Sciences, Professor derlich '18 were leading with Libby long (awls to an old negro woman and
Daggett, head of the department of '17 a close fourth. Next came Demp- the famous Charlie
and a total of about 15 misplays wa
Chaplin. All the
registered
anemone Public Speaking, Mr. Cranston. stud- sey '17 and Ilysom '18, followel by usual excitements of a country fair
during
the
PHI KAPPA SIGMA
Cushman
'19. who was running atom .
Penalties were Imposed on the playsrs ent secretary of the M. C. A.. Pock of These seven
men are to uphold the were shown a moving picture show,
INITIATION
on several occasions, and were pretty '16, Godfrey of '17, and Wunderlick 4 blue and white in next Saturday'a a gypsy fortune teller, dancing girls.
The annInli ink'SHOO and
evenly distributel. Bates perhaps get- is. Their addresses were good anti run. The next three to finish in order and various side shows, while fakir;
baromet
of Alpha Delta Chapter of
they received great applause. The were Stevens '17, Sullivan '18, and Os- and their wares were
ting the worst of the argument.
Phi Kappa
everywhe
re
presSigma fraternity was held at
outlook of the Club is more promising good '18.
ent. Refrealiments which are always
The game play by play:
the chapThe members of last year's team
ter house Tuemday evening.
Bates won the toss.
Purington than it has ever been before. Time showed their usual form. Among the to be found at the fair grounds were
Oct. 20,
and found nine men taken into
kicked off to Drew on the 25 yard line large number that turned out forecasts new recruits who exhibited any un- served-- ice cream cones, cookies, popthe fraternity. Several alumni were
where he was nailed. Davis ran 40 a bright future for inter-class and in- usual ability were Ilysom and Cush- corn, with ginger ale pnd root beer in
hack for
the occasion, among whom
debates.
-collegiat
Later
ilyeom
tile
man.
in
e
ran
ter
very
a
strong
race.
were L. J
yards through a mixed field before bebottlers Everyone voted the affair a
Reed, Phil Hussey, A. Is Grover,
ing stopped. Trick play. Davis to Ken- evening, refreshments were served in maintaining his place among the great success.
leaders. Cushman. the Portland High
Grover
Corning, A. L. King. A. 1.
douglinut
punch
The
and
e.
form
the
of
nedy gave no gain. An incomplete forman. finished with a fine burst of
King. '14, was toastmaster at
the banward throw by Davis gave Maine the meeting was voted the best ever by speed, showing a remarkable amount
quet, and wait assisted in the
of endurance. The showing made by Gets Supply of Sulphur
ball on her 40 yard line. Jones malt everyone present.
speechmaking by T. E. Fairchild, who spoke
these two men makes the prospects
two. Gorham three, and Ruffner bootee
Time
Union
Sulphur Company of New for the seniors. It. A. Pendleton
of this year's team look much brighter.
30 yards to Davis, who fumblel. liii
, whs
Arts and Sciences to Hold Rally
York has promirmed the Chemistry De- represented the
juniors; E. H. May,
snY recovering. Reardon on a tack's
partment•consignment of snlphur suf- the sophomores.
apd ('harles H. Files
over made four. Jones added one
Freshman Track Elections ficient to carry on all the
The College of Arts and Sciences
experiment who spoke In behalf of the initiates.
Bates held on her 23 and was given planning to hold a series of rallie
work in time pulp and paper Isboratories. L. J. Reed gave the
address to the Inithe ball. After losing three yards
similar to those held last year. Th.
Thompson of Bangor has
George
The grain sulphur prorinced by the tiates. The following men were
taken
penalised 15 for holding hates punted purpose of these rallies Is to brins been elected captain of the "1919"
Union Sulphur Company is the purest in: From the class of 1917;
about a letter acquaintance and
:is yards to Maine's 45 yard line. Dale
Edward
track
team,
and
John
manager.
Lucas,
closer relationship between the facet
obteined in this country, and comes Albert Phillipm. of Selins
Grove, l'a ;
running the ball to mid-field. Failins ty and students of the Arts and Science
front
from the class of 1915; Ilarold
deposits in Louisiana.
following
The
recently
held
a
to gain more than five yards in (lire
c ()liege. At the first rally, the date of
Ray
Time sulphur is obtained directly from Drew, of
"Maine Night" a; Ponce: Charles I.
Kennebunkport; from the
rushes, Ruffner punted outside on v. hien will he annetinmed later. the lac
ground
by
the
Profeesor
'06.
forcing
Lang,
Electrical
of
Ena jet of steam in- class of 1919; William Bangs
Cobb,
Bates 20. Davis threw a forward wide:, uity will entertaiu the students in the gineering at Porto Rican Universit
y, to the sulphur deposit. It is pumped of Portland. Samuel
Gymnasium.
Wilson Collins of
was intercepted by Green, Maine cen
\Nylon's; Everett I). Brown, '06, Prin- out in a molten
condition, often being caribou, Wayne Blethen
Hussey of
ter. On the 17 yard line. Daley tool:
A raveling of the Summer Term :ac- cipal of Mayagua High School, and at a temperature of els degrees.
l'atten, George Emty Newell
the hall to the seven, but on the In at uity was he'd Thursday. October 14 Sidney °rime. '07. from the revenue
of }foul.
ton, Hale Albert Thomas of
flitter Seminole, and Searle
Thomas
Lincoln.
play Gorham fumbled, Davis recover at le' -h topics concerning the Sum '08, of Stone and Webster,F.
D. B. Blanchard. 'is. recently spent [Charles Harper Files
Ponce, P.
of Portiand, and
(Continued on page 4)
mer
n were discnesed.
R.
the week-end at his home in Auburn. I Linwood Wiley Wellingto
n of Caribou.

JONES and DALEY Prominent

LNGOR

No. 5

MAINE NIGHT
AT STRAND MUSICAL CLUBS SELECT THEIR MEN
Cross Country Prelim
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ALPHA THETA.
it up. It is unfortunate chat certaia
Alpha Theta sorority entertained
things happened as they did. The best
girls of the college at
thing that we can do to remedy the the freshmen
Published W rein I) b) '1'fie t
Balentine Hall. Oct. 16, 1915. The inold
up
open
To
Practical
it.
wrong is to forget
Hoard Al a Clam in
vitations. which were rather novel.
Journalism.
-ores Is always wrong. Two wrones were sent out in peanut ahells tied
with gold, silver and blue ribbons.
Hall.
neser did make a right.
editorial 01114.-e—Est5br00ke
gymnasium was decorated very
The
Office
Editorial
Telephone Number of
The thanks of the entire student prettily with banners, cushions, etc.
196-13.
girls' dormitories,
body are due the members of tie! Time matrons of the
-urn Hall.
- Cob
University Presifor hay- Mrs. Harrington, Mrs. Estabrooke and
Fraternity
Omega
Tau
Alpha
-Chief
Editor-in
Miss Hopkins, also Mrs. Aley, Mrs.
Albion F. Sherman. 1916.
provided a training table for tit.- Raymond Pearl and Miss Edith Patch
authoritie.
Managing Editors
team after time University
were patronesses. .Among the guests
Elmer H. Potter. 1916
had refused to provide one at Hanui- were Miss Frances Smart, Alpha
1917
Stephens.
Frank U.
Ross,
bal Hamlin Hall. This is only one in- Theta, Maine '15. and Miss Hazel
Athletics—Fred H. Curtis, 1916
Delta Delta Delta, Colby '15. The evefrs
the
where
many
of
1916
out
stance
AllinIni—Basil E. Barrett,
ning's entertainment began with a
Machanges—Hohert a Blanchard, 1915 trinities are obliged to assume duties peanut hunt, after which several
1916
Reed,
College of LilVI• —Harold 1.
and obligations which should be as- „musing games and contests followed
Associate Editors
in rapid succession. At nine o'clock
sunied by others.
Ferguson, IS
chaLng dish refreshments were served.
Marie Foster, '16 F. C. White, '10,,
Tte next hour was spent in dancing.
of
lot
a
showed
13. West Lewis. 16 H. I. 1:ray, 'Is
The co-eds certainly
music Leine furnished by a Victrola.
N. 1. Matthew's, '16J. it. ti'Connell, '1%
However
game.
Bates
that
at
spita
M.
Souvenirs of tiny bells tied with the
It. B. Greenwood '17 J.
if
Chapman.
better
lot
a
be
C.
we think it would
scrority's ribbons were presented ta
W. Li. Haskell, '17 It.
J. P. Ramsay. '1%
C. 1). Mcliroy.
they took their little banner and each guest
'IN
Magee,
H.
A. H. Hatmon, '1% J.
I marched over on the Maine 'teacher
H. It. Jardine. '18
! instead of going over in the stand wit.,
BIOLOGY NOTES.
Suelness Manager
our opponents. The thinking portion
During the past summer Dr. ChrysWilliam E. Nash, 1917
of the male student body s011 be glad ler spent several weeks in CharlotteArrillfailn1 Business Managers
town, P. E. I., where he gave instructo have the girls with them.
Itolm
Perry,
D. 11.
tion in Botany to 360 teachers.
11318
Edgerly.
1. 1.
Doctor Boring spent part of the
listen
to
pleasure
great
very
It was a
summer at the Marine Biological
other
at chapel the
Woods
Hole, Mass.,
Laboratory,
Office to Hamilton Ilolt
Zntered at Bangor, Maine, lost
Seldom is it our pleasure to where she prepared a paper for pubntorning.
Matter.
as Second Class
enjoy a chapel talk by a man of Mr. lication.
The May number of the Botanical
calibre. There should be sonic
or before Holes
Gazette centains an article by Dr.
Terms: $2.00 per year. on
our appreciation of
showing
of
cents.
way
10
copies
single
('hrysier on "The medullary rays af
Nov. 1st:
The Editor-in-Chief is responsible for such men so that we may have more Cedrus."
Ills editorial columns and the general such heavy-weights in the future.
pelicy of the paper.
The Managing Editors have charm..
makeKAPPA SIGMA.
or the news columns and general
Professor R. R. Drummond of the
up of the paper.
Psi Chapter of Kappa Sigma Fraashis
with
-Manager
the
Business
give
will
The
Language Department,
ternity has pledged the following:
mistants, is directly rest :‘ihie for all
the business and ftu.aiices of the paper. next lecture of the General Lecture Donald Lewis Coady, Patten; Kenith
in
4.30
series Wednesday afternoon at
Brenton Colbath, Eastern; Arthur
the lecture room on the third floor of Wilbur Lowell, Portland; Verne Curbe
will
subject
His
Hall.
EDITORIALS
Coburn
tis Beberly, Bangor; Holbert Hayes
"The Nibelungen Lied."
Luddon, Waltham, Mass.; Joseph
_—
Freeman Harris, Patten; Frank WadMIT CHAMPIONSHIP.
Leigh Lord, Kezar Falls; Ralph HarOrono, October 15th, 1915.
old Wood, Gardiner; Norman Elvin
The student body also has much to Editor Campus:
Torrey, Stonington, and Frederick
Dear Sir:—Please be kind enough to
congratulate itself on. The improveEarle Baldwin, Peabody. Mass.
your
into
crept
which
error
a
an
short
correct
ment in spirit was nothing
Herrich and deGaris spent the week
on.
"Ici
comedy
The
28.
Sept.
of
issue
wonderful. The cheering was bettei
given during tile Sum- end at Phillips Lake, Me.
franca's,"
parle
Miss Lucy Weeks of Fairfield was at
when we were losing ground Gm: mer Term was suggested and coached
when gaining it. Every man was be and brought to a successful perform- the Kappa Sigma House, Sunday.
hind the team with plenty.of "pep'' ance by Prof. G. W. Thompson. The
to
and with the sort of Maine Spirit that only share I had in the glory was
part of the Frenchman
the
up
take
comwhich
but
games
not only wins
when the student who had volunteered
mands the respect and admiration of for it found himself so absorbed by
both friend and foe. We have won tilt his school work that lie had to withfirst leg on the Championship. Next draw from the cast. The players are
Prism Pictures Given
Saturday we are going into what we all very grateful for the generous applause that crowned their efforts and
have reason to believe will be a much
Especial Attention.
this makes them the more anxious to
harder fight. If we are going to wit. have it known that Prof. G. W.
that Colby game we will have to go Thompson is the man whose experCut Prices to all Students
into the fight with the same sort of ience and devoted assistance enabled
strenuunusually
an
up
wind
to
them
contest.
Saturday's
spirit that won last
ous summer term with a creditable
The same fight and the same "pep'
148 MAIN STREET
entertainment.
will
there
but
there,
will have to be
Yours very truly,
Bangor
Maine
have to be even more of it. This is nc
F. J. Kueny.
(Signed)
time to rest on our oars. The battle
At the mass meeting last Thursday
has just begun. Let every man do his
Just as sure a sign of sterlthere was the most spirit seen in
night
bleashthe
or
field
the
on
part either
era and we have reason to believe Greg the last four years. In spite of the rain ing worth and quality as the
the gymnasium was filled with studvictory will be ours.
ents and a number of co-eds were ir, karat mark on go!d is the lathe indoor running track.
bel that distinguishes every
Hamilton Holt, editor of the IndeBefore the meeting the students. suit
address
of
pendent, gave an interesting
marched to the dormitories to go:
to the student body for an hour in
those who had forgotten the meeting.
Chapel Friday morning on the EuroThe speakers for the evening were,
pean War and Peace. There was a
L. E. Philbrook, C. E. Purrington, G. F.
and
present
large number of visitors
Kirk and P. E. Murray. assistant foot
many ee ere obliged to stand. Th.s
"thes
ball Coat'll. The speakers pleaded for
speech was the most interesting and
the help and assistance of the studeat
instructive heard at Maine for some
body for the coming state games.
time.
Mr. Holt closed by saying that PresiBALENTINE HALL.
dent Wilson has the opportunity fop
The friends of Miss Isabelle FrawB‘iiigor. Mo.
doing for the world at the close of this ley. who has been confined to her 14-18 Bro,i(I St..
war what George Washington did for Inane by illness. will be pleased to
a continent at the close of the Revolu- hear that she expects to resume her
classes next week.
tion.
Miss Itorothy l'iper spent the week
"The time has conic," said Mr. Holt.
end at her home in Fairfield.
"for a declaration of Inter-dependence
Miss Hazel Ross. Colby '15. was the
to be added to our Declaration of In- guest of Miss Marguerite Farmer, SatSuccessor to Fernald- Chase Co
dependence. It is the destiny of the urday and Sunday.
Delleck
Eirena
and
Muriel
Misses
web;
United States to be in this great
%vitt to their home in Franklin, Me,
movement, called world peace and the
on Friday, returning Sunday evening
the
in
chief value of this country
Miss Frances Smart '15, was the
movement is the demonstration of tl e sues( of Miss Lucretia Davis over the
week end.
peace movement."
Mrs. E. F. Pratt of North New PortMr. Holt believes in preparedness
land visited her daughter, ouise, for Exchange Block
Bangor, Me,
war
stopping
of
means
a
as
but not
several days last week.
He took up the arguments against war
and
Cor.
State
St.
Exchange
party
a
gave
sorority
Alpha Theta
under three heads. The moral, the to the girls of the freshmen class. JOSEPH T. B ECK,Agent,U.of M.
economic, and the biological reasons Saturday evening in the gymnasium
for doing away with warfare. The of Balentine
Mrs. Harrington dined with Dean
For the mail who wants cultured artisgreat part that woman plays in tie and Mrs. Boardman. Wednesday. Oct.
tic clothes w.tli go .!s that cannot be
war was also tlicu +sett and the 20th.
duplicated elsewhere and cut by a man
problems that would be met with
who has toady bits of clothe-s for the
A LI.
NORTH
after the war.
Harvard and Vale student' you now
ch
The remainder of Ii.,
Miss Faye Smith and Miss Ruth have an opportunity to get themin
chiefly a discussiop of the different Clark spent Sunday in Bangor with 'Bangor by I-. A. Chase who has Ulald
the finest eiraLlishment
3.1.tine, and
means by which a orld peace could be friends.
Miss Frances Lougee spent Sunday prices are from fio.00 a Suit or Overbrought about. "The great nations are at
coat, up.
her honte in Winterport.
Represented by
Mr. JOSEPH T.
in a state now in w huh they would put
Miss Hopkins entertained a party of
BECK. D. T. D., 1'. of M.. who will
individuals to de.1,11 for doing."
friends at whist on Tuesday afternoon. give all the
information desired.
Miss Marian Emery was a guest at
Mr. Holt was givt it a great cheer ti
We offer our rooms
club room for
North
Hall
Tuesday
on
night.
the ('.01 M. stuueuts
the student body at the close of his
.1 in Bangor.
Mrs. C. R. Lougee was a week-end
address.
guest at North Hall.
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Ramsdells Studio

F. A. CHASE

Importers and Tailors
For College Men

OPTOMETRY FIRST

Robert F Old.. C. E., class of '06.
The mass meeting last week was a has recently resigned from a position
huge success and demonstrated beyond as Civil Engineer and Superintendent EYES EXAMINED WITHOUT DRUGS. DROPi ON DISTRESS
a doubt that Maine Spirit is not dead of Conetruction in the Quartermaster's . OPTOMIsr". km". ''si ''' 1-°'."den"d
in g into a new Department. U. S A. to engage in a I
but that it is just
consulting practice, along structural . 0
lease of life. Those in charge of no, and hydraulic lines, with offices in the
Iteori
d undert
Stile I Ae.
meeting did good work. May they ke ea Mills Bldg. El Paso, Texas.
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If You Want Something that's
made for College men

Hart Shaffner 8/ Mori
BiOn
MILLER & WEBSTER I
CLOTHING CO.

Ti

Try JOHN T. CLARK

CO.

HABERDASHERS
Cor. State and Exchange St., Bangor
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Sea
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A Fresh Morn:r._;, Fresh Mount
and a Fresh-Roiled Cigarette
—there's a con.b.riltion to kia.11.3 a man's spirits with the
pure joy of livin,; I I he delicions freshness of "Bull" Durham
hand-made cigarettes appeals to the countless thousands
of smart, active, sport-loving. health -loving American men
—gives added rest and exhilaration to their enjoyment.
It is quite the fashion to "roll your own" in any company,
upon any occasion, w:.1.1 this famously good, pure tobacco.

..B

,7

ELNUINE

ULLDURHAM
TOBACCO
To millions of experienced smokers throughout the
world "Bull" Durham means much more than a particular
brand of smoking tobacco—it sands for a distinctive fomt
of tobacco enjoyment, incomdar..ibly attractive, delightful,
satisfying. No othet tobacco has
that wondenful, original, unique
A •k
p. FR EE
package°,'
fragrance of "Bull" Durham. No
with each Sc sack.
other cigarettes have the same
delicious smoothness, freshness
and mellow-sweet flavor of
-Bur Durham hand-mid cigarettes. You can only appreciate this when you learn to
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-roll your own."
An rustrateci Booklet
showing correct
wave°-12011Your
Own" Cigarettes. and•Package
of cigsrette papers, will both
be matted. free, to any address
in the United Stmtes on postal
request
Morelia "Bull" althorn. Durham. NC. Ramn 1 *Al
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The New Suits, the New Overcoats, the New Shirts, the New Hats S.
Hundreds of the newest. choicest ideas of the season for
you to choose from.

FINNEGAN

I&

"THE GOOD

['own

Mr. and Mrs. Foss, together with Mr.
and Mrs. Cooper and son Harold '15 of
Auburn were the guests of Lawrence
Cooper '19 over Saturday.
Mayor Nickerson and Capt. Kendall
of Brewer were also visitors last Saturday.
William Tupper. Harvard '14, passed
the week-end at the house.
Monday saw the start of initiations
and the second lap of the bearded
freshmen.
E. A. E. NOTES.
Guy R. Wescott '13 with Carl M.
Andrews, both of Rumford, spent Saturday and Sunday at the house and
will return Monday by auto. Mr. Wescott is visiting his brother, Merle W.
Wescott.
BOTT NOTES

Bangor

Int

the
-ham
ands
men
nent.
iany,

!CC°.

•

E. P. Ingalls '15 was up from Portland to attend the game Saturday. Ingalls is now located with the Sawyer,
Moulton Engineering Cop. of Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawry of Fairfield were
guests at dinner and attended the
Bates game.
Mr. and Mrs. Ebbing of New York
city were also visitors at Saturda3's
game.
L. 0. Barrows '16 spent the weekend at his home in Newport.
A. K. Gardner '10. State Hortictil-turist, was an interested spectator at
the foot ball practice Wednesday afternoon.
S. A. E. NOTES.
William H. Merrill '13, manager for
Stone & Webster Co., has returned
from Cuba and spent a few days here
last week.
John W. Hart '13, spent Sunday on
the campus.
Merton F. Banks '15, who has been
connected with the University since
graduation, has gone to his home in
Biddeford.
Arthur I'. Stacy '18, has returned to
his home in Po:croft while recovering from an injury received during
football practice.
Llewellyn M. Dorsey '16, has returned to resume his studies at the
University.
C. Byron Crosby was on the campus
during the past week.
A RTS.
The committee for the flrst Arts and
Science Rally are: Mr. Kenny, Prof.
G. W. Thompson, Prof. Colvin, Prof.
Daggett.
Six students are now registered at
Maine for the degree of Bachelor of
Pedagogy.
Dean Hart, Dean Stevens. Prof.
Richardson and Prof. Chrysler will
give lectures in the lecture course at
Steuben, Maine, this year.
N. H. STATE COLLEGE.
To keep the student body constantly
informed as to the amount of Athletic
Association tickets sold, the student
council of the New Hampshire State
College has hung a pseudo thermometer in the bulletin case. In place of
degrees of temperature, dollars are
marked on the scale, and the height of
the red liquid marked on the tube
represents the number of dollars collected. The student council has agreed
to sell tickets to the amount of $1500
One really swelled the receipts by
nearly $500.
SCRIMMAGE.
Real "Maine Spirit" was witnessed
last Wednesisy afternoon when about
members of the student body
marched on to the athletic field led
by our excellent band end Cheer Leader HeCusker. To show their appre•

CLOTHES SHOP'

elation tor this fine spirit Coaches
Hugnitt and Murray hued up the first
and second teams in a scrimmage.
The "scrubs" took advantage ut the
situation anti completery outplay ell the
'varsity. iflis was an example n
what may he obtained by proper spirit.
Tue freseman class was very strongly represented, two-tittrds tit those
present at the practice being members 01 toe class of 1919.

OX NOTES.

Any price you want to pay.

MONAGHAN CLOTHING COMPANY

17 Hdrennonci Street

Es.
Nit•MA t HI N
Two former graduates of Maine
sere recently initiated into Rho Ithe
hapter. They were E. A. Merrill '02,
of Old Town, and H. J. Martin '02, at
Salt Lake City.
The following men have been
Russell B.
e'e .ged to Sigma Chi:
Kennett '18, of Madison, N. H.; Hamn Nelson Robbins '19, of Arlington,
,ss.; Edmund Capron Melcher 'le,
( f Westbrook; Paul L. Wylde '19, of
Lawrence, Mass.; Serenus Burleigh
Itodick '19, of Bar Harbor; Percival
Bredford Crocker '19, of Foxboro,
\lass.; Charles Albert Haynes '19, of
Ellsworth; Alvin Joyce '19, of PortLind; Kenneth Thwin Young '19, of
Arlington, Mass.; Robert Dunning
(e,ellis '19, of Portland; Paul Cate
(•urtis '19, of Swampscott, Mass.;
Ralph Murch Whitehouse '19. of Fort
Fairfield; Harold Allan Durkee '19, at
Swampscott, Mass.
Robert Brown Parmenter '18, formerly of Psi psi Chapter, Syracuse University, has transferred to the University of Maine and has affiliated
himself with Rho Rho Chapter.

Come in and see them.

,Cotton, the purest nat ural form e'
cellulose, may be converted into a mix
ture of various cellulose nitrates by tiL
action of a mixture of sulfuric ant nitric acids. The pirticalar n t rate f 'rum
will depend upen the amount ot water
present in the acid, the relative proportions of the aciils, the temperature of
the running bath, an I the little of nitration. The highest staple nitrate contains
AGRICULTURE
abhnt is.s% nitrogen and is popularly
Lail IV, aaatiLl laCtuf iLl
known asgun cotton. Some of the lower
aaso•
lla
.41.14.0.;•"WU VUUU
nitrates containing pereaps Co to 12
a.,
‘..L'Ll al)
ui fliL(
thU
iee1111011.:
of
nitrogen are used in the manufacture
kk.ust. uk. LAM.
La. Brae:amen, '16, acted as judge of solutions far metal lacqu:ring and
tat cattle at tire coruvoie
air met leather finishing.
week.
A properly made solutiou of this charA. S. Cook, school course '08, holds acter when flowed onto a metal surface
tue position of Animal Husbandrymore especially brass, will evaporate at
man in the Agricultural Experiment
room temperatnre leaving behind •
Station at New Brunswick, New Jertransparent film which will protect the
sey.
The display in Winslow Hall of the metal from oxidation. Such a film is
methods and results of Agricultural very satisfactory for those objects which
Extension Work has attracted consid- do not require repeated washing nor
erable interest during the last week. cont nued rough hanilling. Time mateBy maps of State and county work, rials most used in the manufacture of
by photographs, and by statistics, the
such solutions are amyl acetate, ethyle
story of Extension Service is graphacetate, fus.:1 oil, denatured alcohol,
ically and interestingly told.
benzol (Cs 116 ), and petroleum benzCOMPARISON OF THERMOMETERS ine.
Fusel oil though a non solvent im
The United States government has
tecently sent to the department of part many desirable feature to the film.
Physics two additional thermometers,
It is a mixture of amyle and butyl
maximum and minimum. These have
alcohol secured as a by product in the
east
enclosure
small
a
placed
in
been
of Aubert Hall. They will be read manufacture of ethyl or grain alcohol.
each day and compared with the read- The acetic acid esters of these alcohol
ings of the thermometers in the ther- are known commercially as amyl cetamometer house on the roof of Aubert te and constitute the best all round
Hall. The object of this test is to desolvent for cellulose nitrate. Unfortuntermine whether or not there are any
differences in temperature near the ately amyl acetate is high priced (81,50
ground and on the roof of the build- to $3.00 a gallon) and as a result the
ing. Mr. W. H. Allen, 1918, has charge other cheaper materials are added to the
of this work.
solutions. However this is not regarded
as adulteration because a properly made
EXCHANGES.
mixture of these materials will produce
Irving Howe, the Colby sprinter has as good a solution as the amyl acetate
Rice Itself. Only the first two mentioned are
recently returned to college.
should be in good condition next themselves solvents.
spring, and we may yet have a chance
Similar solutions are used in leather
to see these two crack sprinters get finishing to take the place of the method
together. The State meet will be hell of japanning with linseed oil.
on the Bowdoin track, which is conCeti J. Gooch,'ii, is connected with
sidered the fastest at any of the Maine
colleges, and barring accidents, some the United States Reclamation Service
in the West, being now engaged in
new records should be established.
The registration at New Hampshire buildiug dams in Sherburne, Montana.
State College this year exceeds 600.
In a game marked with brilliant fieldThe growth of this New Hampshire
ing by both teams, the Theta Chi basecollege has been remarkable.
The sophomores at Colby College ball team defeated the Kappa Sigma
were unsuccessful in breaking up the by a score of 12 to 4, Tuesday forenoon
freshman banquet, which was held
The batteries were Bonney and
last week at Augusta. The freshmen
Thompson
for the winners and Gorham
although
and
engaged a special train
the sophomores made strenuous ef- anc Ruffner for the losers. The feature
forts to put a stop to the little cele- of the game was a home run by French.
bration, the freshmen enjoyed a very
Each team was well supported by a
successful banquet.
band.
At Tufts College a war game has
Park Collins'17,and Clyde Benson '18,
been substituted in place of the annual freshman-sophomore bag-rush. spent the week end at their homes in
The object of the game is to see which Winthrop.
class can intrench themselves in the
Arthur W.1)unne17,spent the holiday
least time. The State military authorities are interested in the project, and at his home in Varmouthville,having as
It should prove intensely interesting his guest, Mr. James S.Rid ley.
for spectators.
George L.Wyer of M.C.I.was the guest
The registration stetistics at Colby
show a slight increase over last year. of N.L.Mathews for the week end.
The freshman class numbers 143---93
Charles Sawyer, '17, was the lucky
men and 50 women. The total enrollment of the college is 451,-278 men member of a Party of hunters, who
camped on the shorts of Chemo Lake
and 173 women.
To keep the student body constantly during the holidays, and he secured a
informed as to the amount of athletic fine bird.
association tickets sold, the student
William J. Mackin, 't6, spent the
council at New Hampshire has hung
a pseudo-thermometer in the bulletin week-end with his parents in Millincase. In place of degrees of temper- °clue.
ature, dollars are marked on the scale,
Marshall 0. Smith passed the weekand the height of the "mercury" represents the number of dollars taken end with his parents in Yarmouth.
in.
Stanley L. Reed, '17, has fully recovered from his recent illness and is
now able to attend classes.
LOCAL ITEMS
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Street.

Montana Farnham

Mr. A. I). Conley, 1911, had published
DENTIST
in the October number of the Journal of
Industrial and Engineering Chemistry 25 MAIN ST..
BANGOR
on "Nitro-Cellulose and Its Solutions."
Telephone 1514 M
Following is the author's abstract:
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cost.
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Around."
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Shoes
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E. J. VIRCIE

Watch Repairing

Clothing, Furnishings
Hats and Shoes
custom Tailoring a Specialty

All work first-class and warrante .
No job too difficult. All kinds of
Optical work. Oculist's prescriptions tilled. U. of M. Pins

ADOLPH PFAFF
25 Hammond
St.,

Your Patronage is -Solicited

eangor

L. SPENCER

OSCAR A. FICKF,ITT
Pronifiiiiii Dealer

DEALER IN

hard and Soft Coa
!lard and Soft Wood

Look for Fickett's Saturday Sales

Gravel and Ice

12 BROAD ST., BANGOR
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C. A. KINC'.3
Confectionery Store
DELICIOUS ICE c1tEA5Ms

If ou could see the amount of work we have
on ham] all of the time. %on would say
we are
giving the bertt of witi,
Cictiott.
Our work aomethnes s • • you the price of a
,A
neflewt.
our ,ervice at any and all times.

EUGER LEVEILLE
Opp.

AND SODAS
Manufacturer of all kinds of Ice Crean),
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Roll Your Favorite Tobacco in
Riz La Croix Paper
and you will g4t a Lett:: flavor, relish and enjoyment front your cigarette than ever before. Because

you will get only the pure, fresh fragrance of the
tobacco- which explains th universal preference for
Riz La Croix Pv.pers crr.on;* smokers of experience.

1.Z LA+.
(Pronounced: REE-LAH-KROY)

FAMOU3 CMAIZETTZ PAPERS

5c

They are so pure, light and
thin- their combustion 13 so

Bangor, Maine

FLORA M. GILMAN, Principal

III

and Kitchen
Utensils is here, in satisfactory quality and at reasonable

DAY AND EVENING SESSIONS

Main

Our New Styles

ery, Glassware

GILMAN COMMERCIAL SCHOOL
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BOYS

may be furnished here, complete in every detail. Every
thing that's needful in Crock-

Charles Foss took a flying trip to his
Mrs. Geo. Perry, daughter Rebecca,
home
in Woodfords, Monday.
and Miss May spring of Machias, and
Mrs. F. P. Tarr and daughter, Miss
Mrs. Helen Rose of Ellsworth were
Alice have returned to their home in
guests of Emma Perry, Friday, Oct. 28.
Auburn after spending a few (lays as
Miss Winifred Bevely of !Machias and the guest of Otnar Tarr.
Miss Gladys Reedy of Bangor visted
"Buck" Erswell, 'ie,wati on the campMiss Faye Smith this week.
us recently bidding his old acquaintences
York;
Miss
Elinor Brooks of New
good-bye before entering the army.
Anna Baldwin of E. Orange, N. J., and "Buck" is to have a Lieutenant's berth
Miss Constance Holden of Sedgewick, at Fort Monroe, Virginia.
were guests of Miss Edith Chase on Sunday Oct. to.
Mr. J. Tomita, Japan University, of
the Oji Paper Manufacturing Company,
Shorthand, Typewriting
Oji, Tokyo, Japan, who has been making
and Bookkeeping
an extensive tour of this country studying Pnlp and Paper Manufacturiug visted the University, Wednesday and
Thursday. Ile bore cards of introduction
from Mr. H. R. Barker, who designed
the acid system now in use iu the pulp
and paper laboratories.

Bangor, Maine
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Snappy
Shoes

SHOES

Price
3.50

The kind the Boys like, are found at
our Store.
10 ; Discount to Students

Ideal Shoe Co.
OLD TOWN. ME.

Just a Reminder
Frey's Sanitary Cafe

Suction

Special Price on
Team Lots of 5
cr more pairs.

A. 0. YATES

AFTSII1 c•c.4.
ALWAYS AT YOUR SERVICE
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Bangor
Bangor. Maine 21 Hammond Street
30-32 Central St.,
It is a funny difficulty in the way of

PLUMBING
that FRED C. PARK can't help you with.
ORONO

MAINE

CAMPUS

College Calendar for the
Coming Week

. •

Those Tan Shoes
for Military Drill
and Campus Wear

headers, Markin. Pasts, Oils, Glass
Window Shades, Paper Hanging
Tues. 26—Student Chapel. Thu Betia
Pi, election of new member., Try a KEEN KUTTER Sattty Razar
4.10 p.m., 14 Wingate.
14-20 MAIN ST., ORONO
Wed. 27—General lecture, Assistant
Let us show you some good ones
Prof. Drummond. Niedlungen Lied, 4.3o p.m., Library.
that will keep your feet dry and
Freshman Debating Club, 7 25 new patterns r
ck,t tr
always look well.
p.m., i Estabrook. Alpha All kInds at 5v a 1,- ocegc
From 6 to 30 in tc, envel.q,
Chi Sigma, 7 p.m , Aubert.
Round Ones - Ov..; Ones *s.,
Thurs.28—Massachusetts Club Meet.
big, club room, Library
Nichols Drug Store
Fri. 29— MAINE NIGHT 8 p.m.,
ORONO. MAI:qt._
01.1)
gymnasium.
with
country
3o—Dual
meet
cross
Sat.
Bates,3 p.m. FootbalI,Col by
Maine,
2 p.m, Alumni
vs.
Field.
Sun., 31—Freshman Discussion Group,
Address
2. p.m., Library.
by Dr. Exner of New York
on "The Young Man's Sex
Problem," 4 p. m., Chapel.
SPECIAL RATE TO STUDENTS
Address by Dr. Eimer on
"Sex and the Religious
Phone Connection
Life," 6.30 p.m., Chapel, J. 193 EXCHANGE ST.
BANGOR
C. Palmer presiding.

PAPER DOILIES

THE KEITH CO.

THE PERRY STUDIO
makers of Tine Photographs

Mon., a—Address by Dr. Exner, 945
a.m., Chapel. Meeting of
Arts and acience faculty,
4.30 p.m. Library. Meeting
of Athletic Board, 7.20 p.m.,
Library.
Tues-, 2—Student Chapel.
(Continued from page 21

University of Maine

A. J. DURGIN

Maine Wins First ot Series

gins for Daley; Kriger for Kirk;
Reardon for Beverley; Davis for Hussey; Peterson for Allan; Hiller for
Reardon. Bates, Adams for Shattuck.
Russell for Knight; Stonier for Bus
sell; Coady for Maxim; Murray to:
Coady; Connors for J. Harvey; Moulton for Connor; Kennedy for Wood foi
Beal, Nevens for Stuart, Dye.. P.
Phillips, Chase for Stone.

Sophomore Prize Essays
Two prizes of $15 each, one for men
and the other for women, will be
awardel to members of the sophomore
class for excellence in English composition.
Regulations:.
I. Subject. The subject of the essays to be submitted in 'competition
for the prizes must be approved by
Professor Gray on or before November
23.
Length. Not less than 2000 and
Hot more than 2500 words.
3. 11 hen and Where Hue. The es,ays must he deposited in the Registrar's office not later than 5 o'clock
,,u May first.
4. Form. etc. All essays should be
typewritten, and each page numbered.
3. How signed. Each essay must
be signed with an assumed name. The
author's uatne must be enclosed in a
se,iled envelope which bears the assumel name.
6. How judged. The essays will
be judged upon subject mater, form
and style.

jug. Davis punted 50 yards to ,ale
I who ran back to Bates' 18 yard hr.Maine was penalized 15 for Allen's
holding. Bates held but was unable t
gain and gave Maine the ball. Daley Maine Civils Assist Public
made two, Jones two, Ruffner fumbled
Utilities Commision
but recovered, gaining a yard. Ruffner
The Department of Civil Engineerpunted, Davis fumbling, and Maine's
Greeling
has recently added the U. S.
y
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES—Major subjects in Biology, Chemistry. ball on Bates' 25 yard line.
Geological Survey gaging station at
carried
Daley
and
made
yard
the
a
Economics and Sociology, Education, English, German. Greek and Classical
Low's Bridge, near Dover, to its du.
Archaeology, History, Latin Mathematics, and Astronomy, Philosophy, Physics, ball 13. Here time was called. Maine's ties in connection with measuring the
ball on Bates 1,2 yard line with no volume of flow of the Penobscot river
and Romance Languages. Special provisions for graduates of normal schools.
This station, though just taken on b7
score.
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE—Curricula in Agronomy, Animal Husbandry,
Jones to Daley gave seven by a for- the Department, has been established
for a number of years. During thi
Biology, Dairy Husbandry, Forestry, Home Economics, Horticulture, Poultry
ward pass. Maine fumbled on the past ten years, the Department of
Husbandry, and for Teachers of Agriculture. Two years course in Home Econonext play and Bates got the ball. Davis Civil Engineering has been measuring
It looks as though Dr. Exner,
mics for Teachers. School Course in Agriculture (two years.) Short winter
the
traveled 33 yards through nearly the the volume of flow of the Penobscot Sex Education
Secretary of the InterCourses. Farmers' Week. Correspondence and lecture courses. Demonstration
river
at
the
gaging
station at West national Committee
whole Maine team. Maine got the bail
of
M. C. A.
work.
on a fumble, and Ruffner kicked out- Enfield as a part of the regular course would be here for our meetings Oct
in Hydaulic Engineering taken by the 31st.
He is a man who is a forcefal
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY—Curricula in Chemical Engineering, Chemis- side on Bates 12-yard line. Bates punt- senior class.
try, Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and ed and after two exchanges of kicks
For some time this work has beea speaker and compares very favorably
Pharmacy.
Daley fumbled and Bates had the bill widely distributed upon the diNerent with Dr. Winfield Scott Hall, who was
here last year.
on
15-yard line. Connors made the river systems of the State, and has
COLLEGE OF LAW— (located in Bangor). Three years' course preparing
been
carried
on
by
the
Storage
Water
touchdown and Small kicked an easy
for admission to the bar.
Commission, with some held from the
goal. Maine kicked off and then reMAINE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION- Offices and principal ceived a kick in the midfield. Rushing Geological Survey. Since the creation
of the Public Utilities Commission
Finest Shoe Repairing in Bangor
laboratories in Orono; Experimental Farms in Monmouth and Presque Isle.
to the 30, Beverley took a forward from which absorbed the Water Storage
WE COLLECT AND DELIVER
Commission,
the
assistance
and
Co.
GRADUATE COURSES leading to the Master's degree are offered by the Jones and scored, Ruffner kicking the
WORK DONE WHILE YOU WAITE
operation of the Civil Engineering Degoal two minutes later, Kirke took a partment
various colleges.
at this University has been 12 STATE ST.,
BANGOR
throw
from Jones of 30 yards for a requested in various matters.
SUMMER TERM of six weeks (graduate and undergraduate credit.)
Telephone 1749-J
score and goal. Time was soon up.
The third quarter had not been going
For catalogue and circulars, address
three minutes when by fine work
ROBERT J ALEY, President
Maine rushed the ball to Bates' '10
yard line. Higgins making 20 and
ORONO, MAINE
Jones 10 for touchdown. Maine re
ceived a kick off and immediately
punted far down the field. Bates attempted to rush, and kicked, Ruffner
W5 Cam The lett *sorrow of
returned the ball. hitting DeWeaver,
I.
Drew getting it and thrown over the
line by Purington for a safety. Maine
23, Bates 7. Even play resulted till
nearly the close of period when after
receiving punt midfield Maine marched
IN EASTERN MAINE
down to 30 from which place Beverley
made 30 yards on•forward to a score.
Mime Stationery Always on Hand
Ruffner failed to kick the goal. Time
Come In And See Us
up.
Quality livid Quantity
Bates came back with much fighr!
and with Moulton, a substitute back
22 MAIN sTREE I . ORONO. MAINE
started ripping up the Maine team and
advancing toward the goal line. Moul_
Fall in line with Tuxedo, and you and "Tux" will
ton after kick off made 19 yards in
never
fall out. Join the army of Smokers of the Sunny
four consecutive plays. Ruffner atSmile,
who have found the world'stop-notch tobacco and
tempted to drop kick from 13-yar4i
are spreading the good news in puffs of pure pleasure.
line, but ball went to right of posts.
Bates rushed the ball to the 20 yard
line but was held by the Maine line
Jones featured the period with a 29yard run from an intercepted forward
pass. Bates put up a game tight bet
could not score and the game ended
with the ball in Maine's possession on
The Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cigarette
Bates 30-yard line.
I le% erley. li
le, Maxim
The original "Tuxedo Process" turns out the finest
I:eardon, It
It W. Neville
finished
produi t in the smoke-world. Tobacco without
Hussey, 1g
lg. Knigl-!
one
particle
of harshness or bite in it —so soothing and
Green, c
c Merrill
mild
and
pleas
ant you never want to stop smoking i t,
\ Ilan. rg
rg. Shattuck
At AN Dealers',
and
tIreeley,
never
rt
have
Southey
rt.
to. It's all-day-long enjoyment with
25c, 35c, 50c
Purington, re
re.
J. Neville
Tuxedo,
from
the
first bracing
and up
Daley qh
qb, S. Davis
smoke in the morning to the
I:liftncr. lhh
ihb. Small
last restful pipe at night.
rhh
rhb. J. Harvey
You try it for a week—in _pipe
lb
fb, DeWeave:
or cigarette—early and often.
Si ore liy periods:
i
Stack it up against the best you
0 14 15 0--2
'Imes
ever smoked—and you'll find
0 7 7 0 It
Referee, Hapgood. Brown. Umpire
something better in Tuxedo.
I kirman. Columbia. Head linesman
Hooper. Auburn. Time of periods. 13
YOU CAN BUY TUXEDO EVERYWHERE
minutes. Maine scoring: Totichltowns
Convenient, glassine wrapped,
I Icverley
Jones, lin ffner. Goals
moisture-proof pouch . . .
from touchdowns, Ruffner 2. Safety
Famous green tin with gold
I a.ew (of Bates). Bates scoria.:
lettering, curved to tit pocket 1 OC
William Demuth & Co.
Touchdowns. Connors and W. Neville.
IR Tin Humidors, 40c and
New York
Goals from touchdowns, Small, Davis
Is Glass Humidors. Me aid 9:iSubstitutions:
Maine, Kirke f. r
Tus AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
Ruffner; Ruffner for Reardon; Ilig.
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Here's the leader
of the W. D. C.
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years. The "well"
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